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FINITARY IMBEDDINGS OF CERTAIN

GENERALIZED SAMPLE SPACES*1 )

BY

MARIE A. GAUDARD AND ROBERT J. WEAVER

ABSTRACT.  A generalized sample space each of whose subspaces has as

its logic an orthomodular poset is called an HD sample space.   In this paper it is

shown that any HD sample space may be imbedded in a natural way in a general-

ized sample space which is HD and at the same time admits a full set of dispersion

free weight functions.

I. Introduction. Of fundamental importance to the mathematical formula-

tion of quantum mechanics (see for example [7] ) are abstract measures, or "states,"

which closely resemble the concrete probability measures on the lattice of propo-

sitions of a classical probability space. In most treatments, however, these abstract

measures do not arise from a sample space of outcomes for some experimental

procedure. In the recent work of D. J. Foulis, C. H. Randall, and others [2], [3],

[4], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], a "generalized sample space" represents

the outcome set for a general situation involving the empirical sciences. "General-

ized weight functions" on these spaces give rise to probability measures on the

partially ordered set of "generalized propositions" which faithfully reflect the con-

struction of classical probability measures and at the same time form abstract mea-

sures serving the needs of quantum mechanics.

Our discussion of generalized sample spaces begins with the notion of an

orthogonality space:  an orthogonality space consists of a pair (X, 1) where X is

a nonempty set and 1 is a symmetric antireflexive binary relation on X called

orthogonality.  If (X, 1) is an orthogonality space and A C X, we define AL =

{x EX | x la for all a G A], A1L = (AL)L, etc. If x G X, let xl denote {x}L. A

subset W of X is an orthogonal set provided distinct elements of W are pairwise
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orthogonal; let 0(X, 1) = [W C X I W is an orthogonal set}. Let E(X, 1) =

{E E 0(X, 1) | EL = 0}; that is, E(X, i) is the collection of all sets which are

maximal as orthogonal sets under set inclusion. Thinking of X as the outcome set

for some collection of experiments, and "l" as a sort of "operational rejection,"

one can consider elements of E(X, i) as sets of mutually exhaustive outcomes

resulting from some experimental procedure. Hence, in keeping with frequently

used terminology, we call orthogonal sets events and maximal orthogonal sets

operations.   A generalized sample space consists of an orthogonality space together

with its collection of operations.

In the Foulis-Randall interpretation, the generalized sample space becomes

the framework within which numerous related operations can be represented and

their interrelationships studied. A thorough and interesting discussion of this can

be found in [3], [8], and [10]. It should be mentioned that our discussion here

is not as general as that which appears in [3], [10], [11], and [13], where not

all maximal orthogonal subsets of X are included in the collection of "admissible

operations."

An immediate example of an orthogonality space is given by the collection

of nonzero vectors of any inner product space under the usual definition of orthog-

onality. Another example is the collection of vertices of any unoriented graph,

where distinct vertices are defined to be orthogonal if they are joined by an edge.

Conversely, any finite orthogonality space (X, 1) can be represented by a finite

graph:  we let X be the set of vertices, and we join two vertices by an edge when-

ever these vertices are orthogonal. Thus, the following graphs correspond to orthog-

onality spaces in the manner described:

*C-oc

(a) (b)

("Hook")

(c)

Figure 1

If (X, 1) is any orthogonality space and D G Ö(X, 1), one can interpret DL

as the set of outcomes which refute the event D, and D11 as the set which confirm

the event D. In this light, D11 becomes a generalized proposition asserting that the

event D is confirmed whenever an execution of the appropriate experiment yields

a result inD11. Furthermore, if Cand D are events such that C11 CD11, then
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any outcome confirming C also confirms D, whence Cu is said to imply Dix.

The logic of (X, 1) is defined to be the collection U(X, 1) = {DlL \ D G 0(X, 1)}

ordered by implication, or equivalently by set inclusion.

For any sample space (X, 1), the logic (U(X, 1), C) clearly forms a partially

ordered set. However, most formulations of quantum mechanics require that the

so-called "quantum logic" be at least an orthomodular poset (for lattice theoretic

terminology, see [1]), and Mackey [7] requires that it be a complete orthomodular

lattice. Thus sample spaces whose logics exhibit these properties are of particular

interest in applications to quantum physics. An orthogonality space whose logic

is an orthomodular poset is called a Dacey space, after J. C. Dacey who first studied

such spaces [2]. A Dacey space each of whose subsets is itself a Dacey space

(under the inherited orthogonality) is called a hereditary Dacey space, or HD space.

An HD sample space has the additional property that its logic is a complete ortho-

modular lattice.

In Figure 1, (a) and (c) are Dacey spaces, while (b) is not. It can be shown

that an orthogonality space is an HD space if and only if it contains no four ele-

ment subset isomorphic to a hook (Figure 1(b)). Let us agree to denote any hook

with vertices arranged as in Figure 1(b) by the ordered quadruple (a, b,c,d).

Then clearly Figure 1(c), while a Dacey space, is not an HD space:  it contains,

for example, the hook (d, c, e, f).

If (X, 1) is an orthogonality space, then we say that distinct elements x,y

in X are scattered, or sharp, provided x $ yL. We denote this relation x #y.

Clearly (X, #) forms an orthogonality space, and it will be called the complement

of (X, 1). The sets in 0(X, #) are called scattered sets, while those in E(X, #)

are called maximal scattered sets. The collection of maximal scattered sets in

(X, 1) is denoted S(X, 1).

Letting a solid line denote orthogonality between elements of (X, 1) and a

broken line represent the # relation, we immediately observe that the complement

of a hook (a, b, c, d) in (X, 1) is the hook (b, d, a, c) in (X, #) (Figure 2).

Figure 2

This implies the result, of fundamental importance in what follows, that an orthog-

onality space is an HD space if and only if its complement is an HD space.
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A weight function on (X, 1) is a mapping oj: X —*■ [0, 1] such that

2eeE- oj(e) = 1 for every E in E(X, 1), where the sum is taken in the unordered

sense for nonnegative real numbers. If oj is a weight function on X, then the

regular state a^ corresponding to co is the mapping «u: II(X, 1) —* [0, 1], where

for each DLL in I1(X, i), a^D11) = 2deD ai(d). This mapping is well defined,

and it satisfies usual requirements both of a quantum mechanical state and of a

probability measure. In quantum mechanics, one often requires that the set of

states be "full" in the sense that the order relation on the set of propositions can

be recaptured from a knowledge of the behavior of the states alone. In the Foulis-

Randall approach, a full set of regular states is a set A of regular states with the

property that if C, DE Q(X, 1) and a(C1L) < a(DLl) for all a in A, then CLL C

DiL.  A set £1 of weights is said to be full provided the set {aw | co G Í2} is a full

set of regular states. Of particular significance are those sample spaces which admit

full sets of dispersion free weight functions (weight functions assuming only the

values 0 and 1). In this case, other weights may arise as convex linear combina-

tions of the dispersion free weights, indicating a possible way in which "hidden

variables" may be present. We remark that a dispersion free state in quantum

mechanics is usually interpreted to be one in which the physical system is com-

pletely and precisely determined.

It can be shown (see [3]) that any sample space which admits a full set of

weight functions (and, in particular, a full set of dispersion free weights) must be

a Dacey space. The converse does not hold: in fact, there exist Dacey spaces

admitting no weight functions whatsoever (see [5]). However, it happens that if

every maximal orthogonal set in (X, i) has a nonempty intersection with every

maximal scattered set, then (X, 1) admits a full set of dispersion free weight func-

tions.  Observing that a dispersion free weight function is precisely the character-

istic function of some maximal scattered set, one can phrase this condition equiv-

alently by requiring that the characteristic function of every set S in S(X, 1) is a

(dispersion free) weight function. Note that the characteristic function for S =

{a, d,f] in Figure 1(c) is not a weight function: its sum is 0 on the operation E =

{b, c, e] because E n S = 0. A sample space (X, 1) with the property that when-

ever E E E(X, 1) and S E S(X, 1), then E n S ¥= 0, is called a finitary space.  If

(X, 1) is a finitary HD space, it is usually designated an FHD space. In Lemma 4,

we will show that every finite HD space is an FHD space, whence the name

"finitary."

FHD spaces are particularly important for three basic reasons. As HD spaces,

they can reasonably be assumed appropriate representations of quantum mechani-

cal systems.  Furthermore, as finitary spaces they generalize those sample spaces

depicting physical situations which are, in a sense, physically realizable. In addition,
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such sample spaces always admit full sets of dispersion free weight functions, and

thus, hidden variables.

In this paper, we will describe a method by which any HD space may be

imbedded, in a canonical and natural way, in an FHD sample space.

II. Idealized points in an HD space.  Let us begin with an example. Suppose

« is a positive integer. Let the directions for an operation En read "flip a coin

repeatedly until it comes up 'heads' or until the coin has been thrown « times,

whichever occurs first. If 'heads' appears on the rth throw, r < «, record the out-

come tr~lh. If 'heads' has not appeared after « throws, record tn." Thus

E„ = {tr~xh | r = 1, 2, 3,- • •,«} U {tn}       (t°h = h).

UtX= U~=i En m it"'1 h I r = 1, 2, 3,- • •} U {f " | « = 1, 2, 3,- • •}. We

define elements x and y in X to be orthogonal if and only if x ¥= y and there

exists an integer such that x,y EEn. Assuming that there are only two possible

outcomes, "heads" and "tails," for each throw of the coin, the maximal orthogonal

subsets of X are precisely the En's for « = 1, 2, • • •, together with the set E =

{tr~lh \r= 1, 2, 3,« • •}. The maximal scattered sets are: Sn = {tr \ r = 1, 2, 3,

•••,w-l}U {/"-1«}for«= l,2,3,'««,andtheset5= {rr|r= 1,2,3,

• • •}. This example is easily visualized as a subset of the "free orthogonality

monoid" over a two element "base space" {h, t} as depicted in [8, pp. 365—366],

[9], [11], and [12]. The sample space of this example, while an HD space, is not

an FHD space, since E n S = 0. That these two sets have an empty intersection

in X is due to the absence in X of the "in-principle" outcome t°°, representing the

theoretical possibility that the coin may be tossed repeatedly, yielding an unbounded

succession of "tails."

Let us make the convention that henceforth (X, L) will represent an arbitrary

HD space. Our example suggests that missing "in-principle" outcomes in an HD

space are characterized by the presence of a maximal orthogonal set and a maxi-

mal scattered set which have empty intersection. If (E, S) G E(X, 1) x S(X, 1)

where E C\ S = 0, we agree to represent the missing outcome these sets conceal

by the ordered pair (E, S), called an idealized point. Let X' denote the collection

of all idealized points associated with X (this definition will be slightly modified

presently), and let X = X U X'. Equipped with a natural extension of the orthog-

onality on X, X will be the FHD space in which we will imbed X.

Before extending the notion of orthogonality from X to X, however, we

first observe that the scattered set 5 of an idealized point (E, S) may be ordered

in a very natural way. In the coin-tossing example presented above, for t' and tk

in S, we might define t? to be less than tk if/ > k, or, very informally, if t' takes

longer to obtain as an outcome than does tk. This is the case if and only if there
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is some outcome in E, t'~lh for instance, which operationally rejects t', but does

not reject tk. We adopt this as our definition.

1. Definition. Let (E, S) be in X', and letsl,s2ES. Definest <s2(E,S)

if and only if there is some element e in E such that els, and e # s2.

Such a situation is depicted in Figure 3(a) where the role of the element e

in the definition is taken by el. While the relation defined above is clearly depen-

dent on the idealized point chosen, where no possibility of confusion exists, st <

s2(E, S) will be shortened to sx < s2. We define s j < s2 if si < s2 or s1 = s2.

2. Lemma. For any (E, S) in X', the relation < is an order relation on S.

Proof. Reflexivity is clear. We will demonstrate the antisymmetry of the

relation, noting that the proof of transitivity is similar.   Let st < s2 and s2 < s1,

and suppose that st ¥= s2. Then since sx < s2, there exists e, in E as in Figure

3(a), while s2 < Sj implies the existence of e2 in E situated as in Figure 3(b).

Noting that el and e2 are distinct elements of E and therefore orthogonal, we

combine these to obtain Figure 3(c), a hook and a contradiction.

s2 s, e2 82

A A *-5*

Ö-Ö

X

^0
■•l 81 e2 s2 el sl

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3

Still considering the idealized point (E, S), we remark that a totally ordered

set may be obtained from the order relation on S as follows. For Sj, s2 in S,

define st ~ s2(E, S) whenever s\c\ E = s2C\ E. Once again, (E, S) will be sup-

pressed in the notation where possible. Then, writing Sj < s2 if sx < s2 or

si ~ s2 ' *ae relation < clearly renders S modulo this equivalence relation a totally

ordered set. This relation "~" will be instrumental in §V.

We now define an order relation on the first component of (E, S) in a simi-

lar fashion.

3. Definition. Let (E,S) EX' and el,e2EE. Define eY < e2(E,S) if

and only if there exists some s i« S such that s # el and s 1 e2.

The situation is completely dual to that of the order relation on 5: < is an

order relation on E; < (where el ~ e2 if and only if e* n S = e2 n 5) is a total

order relation on the equivalence classes of the relation "~".

The following lemma provides a proof of the fact that every finite HD space

is finitary. It implies that the existence of an idealized point entails the existence
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of infinitely many distinct elements in each component of the idealized point.

4. Lemma. Let (E, S) G X1. Then:

(i) if el EE, there exists e in E such that e<ex\

(ii) if sx ES, there exists s in S such that s <s1.

Proof. We show (i); (ii) is similar. Let et be in E. Then there is an s' in S

such that s' i et ; for if not, since e1 ^ S, we would have el ES*. But this con-

tradicts the fact that S# = 0, S being a maximal scattered set. Now since s'ES,

we know that s' £ E, so that there must exist some element e in E such that

e # s'. Hence, by the element s', we have e < ei.

m. Orthogonality in X. Surely we want the orthogonality relation which we

eventually define on X to be an extension of the orthogonality in X, so that ele-

ments of X are pairwise orthogonal if and only if they are orthogonal in X. Recall-

ing that the components of an idealized point (E, S) can be ordered, it is natural

to define an element x in X to be orthogonal to the "iri-principle" outcome (E, S)

if, from some point on, x is orthogonal to all e in E, and to all s in S. Thus, for

instance, in the coin-throwing example of the preceding section, t"h would be

orthogonal to t°° (which corresponds to (E, S)) for any integer n.

5. Lemma. Let xEX, (E, S) E X'.  Then the following two statements are

equivalent:

(i) There exist e in E and s in S such that e # s and x E e1 n s1 (see

Figure 4(a)).

(ii) There exist e in E and s in S such that x Le1 for all ex < e, and x is1

for all Sj < s.

x

(a) 0>) (c)

Figure 4

Proof. Assume (i), and let et < e. (If et = e, then x 1 e is trivial.) Then

there exists s' G S as in Figure 4(b). Combining diagrams 4(a) and 4(b) we have

the diagram in Figure 4(c). But to avoid the potential hook (s, ev e, s'), we must

have that e j # s. It then follows that x 1 ex, for if not, (ex, e, x, s) is a hook.

Thus x 1 ex for all ex < e. A similar argument yields that xls, for all sx < s.

Conversely, we assume that (ii) holds. Note that if e #s, then (i) is immedi-

ate. So suppose that eis. Then since s ^ E, there is some ex in E with et # s.
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Thus by definition el < e, whence x 1 ex by (ii). But this yields the hoped-for

conclusion ex #s,xEe\C\ s1.

The following corollary is a consequence of the proof of the above lemma.

6. Corollary. IfxEX, (E, S)EX', and eEE,sES, such that e # s

and xEe1 O s1, then xEe\n s| for all ex <e and for all sx < s.

In view of Lemma 5 and our previous considerations, we define x 1 (E, S)

whenever (i) or (ii) of Lemma 5 holds. To ensure symmetry, define (E, S) 1 x

if and only if x i (E, S). Henceforth, for x E X, the notation x1 will be extended

to mean all those elements of X which are orthogonal to x.

Since every element of E lies strictly above another element of E in the

order relation, the definition of that order relation on E ensures that e i (E, S)

for all e in E. On the other hand, given any s in S, one cannot find another ele-

ment of S orthogonal to s, so that s ^ (E, S)L.

The reader is encouraged to follow subsequent proofs with orthogonality

diagrams to add to then clarity. We extend the preceding lemma as follows.

7. Lemma. Let (E, S), (F, T) be in X'. Then the following two statements

are equivalent:

(i)  There exist eEE,sES such that e #s and (F, T) E eL n s1.

(ii)  There exist eEE,sES such that (F, T) 1 ex for all ex < e, and (F, T)

1 sx for all sx < s.

Proof. Assume first that (i) holds for e E E, s G S. Then since e 1 (F, T)

and s 1 (F, T), there exist fx ,f2 in F and tx, t2 in T such that f¡ # t¡ for i = 1,2,

and e G /j1 n tj, sEf2lC\ t^. Now let t E T such that t < tt{F, T) for i = 1,2.

Then there exists f3 in F for which f3 # t.  Choose fEF where / < f¡(F, T) for

i = 1,2,3. The preceding corollary gives use Lt, s it, and e if, s If. We also

claim that f #t, for suppose not: then f3 #t, and f=£f3 so that/G/3 D t1,

yielding f3 <f(F, T), a contradiction to the choice off. Thus we have Figure 5.

es

Figure 5

Now another application of the corollary to the idealized point (E, S) gives that

ex E fL n t1 for all ex < e. Thus for any ex < e, we have that ex 1 (P, P). Sim-

ilarly, Sj 1 (P, T) for any Sj < s, and we have demonstrated that (i) implies (ii).

For the argument in the other direction, we need only follow the proof of the

corresponding implication in Lemma 5, replacing x by (F, T).
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We define (E, S) 1 (F, T), or (F, T) 1 (E, S) whenever either of the condi-

tions in the statement of Lemma 7 holds. Now the notation (E, S)L, and all

other orthogonality space notations, will have a well-defined meaning in the orthog-

onality space (X, 1).

To summarize, we have taken an HD space (X, 1), added certain "idealized"

outcomes, and extended the definition of orthogonality to obtain a new orthog-

onality space (X, 1). Now considering the complement of (X, 1), namely (X, #),

as an HD space, where orthogonality is "#", one can expand to (X, #) by the

same process. The question now arises as to whether or not (X, #) obtained in

this fashion is the complement of (X, i), where an idealized point (E, S) in (X, 1)

is identified with (S, E) in (X, #). To show that this is the case, we must demon-

strate that whenever x and y are distinct elements of X, then x 1 y fails in (X, 1)

precisely when x #y holds in (X, #). This is clear if x, y E X. Thus we need

consider only two cases: (Ï) x E X,y E X'; (ii) x,y E X'. The following theorem

yields case (i).

8. Theorem. Let xEX, (E, S) E X'. Then x 1 (E, S) in (X, 1) fails if and

onlyifx#(S,E)in(X,#).

Proof. Suppose x 1 (E, S) in (X, 1) and x # (S, E) in (X, #)simultaneously

fail. If x were in E, x 1 (E, S) in (X, 1) would hold; therefore x ^ E. Similarly,

x $S. Thus we can find e in E such that e # x, and s in S such that s Lx. Sup-

pose e # s. There exists sx in S with sx 1 e. Since (e,sx, x, s) is not a hook,

necessarily x # sx. Now x Ee# n s* and e i sx together yield x # (5, E), a con-

tradiction. On the other hand, if e 1 s, we can find ex in E with ex # s. Now

(x, s, e, ex) may not be a hook, so that x 1 ex. But then since x Ee\ n sl and

ex # s, we have that x 1 (E, S), another contradiction.

Conversely, suppose that x # (S, E) in (X, #) and x 1 (E, S) in (X, 1). By

definition, then, we can find e, ex in E, s, st in S as illustrated in Figure 6(a) and

(b). Combining these, we have Figure 6(c). If s 1 ex, then

/     \ /_\ / \  !
ei° % l-$

el 81

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6

(x, s, ex, s,) is a hook, a contradiction. Thus ex # s, making (s, x, e, ex) a hook,

and a final contradiction.
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We now ask if it is necessarily true that two idealized points (E, S) and

(F, T) are either orthogonal in (X, 1) or orthogonal (#) in (X, #). Unfortunately,

it is possible that (E, S) i (F, T) in (X, 1) and (S, E) # (T, F) in (X, #) may fail

simultaneously. When this occurs, however, the ideal points are essentially the

same, for one can show that (E, 5)1 n X = (F, T)L n X. We define an obvious

equivalence relation on the ideahzed points which eliminates the difficulty: say

that (E, S) ~ (F, T) if and only if (E, S) 1 (F, T) in (X, i) and (S, E) # (T, F)

in (X, #) simultaneously fail. At this point we redefine X' to be an exhaustive

set of mutually nonequivalent idealized points; as before, X = X U X'. With this

modification, it is easy to see that the complement of (X, 1) is precisely that

sample space yielded by complementing (X, 1) to obtain (X, #), and then adjoin-

ing X' and extending the orthogonality #. More graphically, if "k" denotes the

operation of taking the complement, and if "—" denotes the operation of expand-

ing, we have that the following diagram is commutative.

(X, 1) -=—► (X, 1)«1 J«
(X, #) —=—* (X, #)

IV. (X, 1) as an HD space. In this section we will show that if (X, 1) is an

HD space, then so is the extended space (X, 1). We shall, of course, proceed by

showing that X is "hook deficient."  Since (X, 1) is HD, then (X, 1) can contain

no hooks consisting solely of elements of X. Thus it suffices to show that (X, i)

contains no hooks comprising one or more elements of X'. The following lemma

asserts that given any idealized point and a finite subset of X, that idealized point

can be represented by some element of X whose orthogonality relationships to that

finite subset are the same as those of the ideahzed point. And so if X were to

contain a hook, each idealized point in this finite configuration could be replaced,

in turn, by an appropriate representative in X which would be related to the other

three elements of the hook in the same way as the idealized point. But the result

of this process is a hook in (X, 1), a contradiction. Thus the lemma immediately

implies the desired result.

9. Lemma. // (E, S)EX',A,BCX, where A U B is finite, and if (E, S) G

A1 n B#, then there is an e in E such that e E AL n B*.

Proof. Since A U B is finite, A U B = {cx, c2, • • •, c„) for some integer

«. If c¡ 1 (E, S), let e¡ denote an element of E with the property that c¡ i e for

all e < e¡(E, S) (recall that such an e¡ exists by the way we defined c¡ i (E, S)).

If, on the other hand, c, # (E, S) in (X, 1), then ct # (S, E) in (X, #). We then

can choose some ei in E with the property that c¡ # e for all e < e¡(S, E), or
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equivalently, for all e < et(E, S). Now choose some e' in E with e' < e¡(E, S)

for all /. If, for some /, c¡ EA,we have c¡ i e¡, whence c¡ 1 e' since e' < e¡(E, S).

On the other hand, suppose c¡ G B. We have c,- # e¡, and thus cf # e because

e < e¡(S, E). We conclude that e EALC\ B*.

Our earlier discussion yields:

10. Theorem. If(X, i) is an HD space, then (X, 1) is an HD space also.

V. (X, 1) as a finitary space. It is clear that the operations in (X, 1) are not

the same as those in (X, 1); by adjoining to X its set of idealized points with the

extended notion of orthogonality, new operations have been created, and old ones

destroyed. In the coin-throwing example of §11, for instance, E U {(E, S)} E

E(X, 1), while S U {(E, S)} E S(X, 1). It is not difficult to see that this particu-

lar (X, 1) is an FHD space; that is, every operation in (X, 1) has a nonempty inter-

section with every maximal scattered set in (X, 1). Our goal in this section is to

prove this result for an arbitrary "extended" HD space, (X, 1).

Let us suppose, to the contrary, that (X, 1) is an HD space but that its asso-

ciated (X, 1), while an HD space, is not finitary. Then there exist sets Ë in E(X, 1)

and S in S(X, 1) with the property that Ë n S = 0. Note that this makes (Ë, S)

an idealized point for (X, 1). Our contradiction will follow when we find an ideal-

ized point, say (H, V), in X' such that (H, V)EËnS. We note that (Ë,S)

bears a suspicious resemblance to our hypothetical (H, V), with the exception that

H U V C X, while Ë U S C X. Thus we want, somehow, not only to preserve the

orthogonality structure of Ë and S, but also to express it in terms of appropriate ele-

ments of X, to obtain a suitable (H, V)EE C\S. The following claim is a step in

the right direction: it asserts that one can replace any element of Ë, in particular

an element of Ë O X', by an element of X which has the same orthogonality rela-

tionships to elements of S as did the original element of Ë.

Claim 1. For each e in Ë, there is an h in X such that h Ce1, h$S, and

sne^^snh1.

Proof. Let e be in Ë. Then if e E X, let h = e, and clearly the condition

is satisfied. So suppose that e = (F, T) E Ë H X'. Since Ë n S = 0, there exists

some Sj in S with s¡ 1 e. Thus st 1 (F, T), so that there exists an h in T such

that sx 1 h. Now because h ET,we have h # (F, T), yielding Figure 7(a).

xo la---o oa J5     c

.* e-(F,T)        h ö.^ e=(P,T)

(a) (b)

s2

Figure 7
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We use the fact that X is hook-deficient to show that S n eL C 5 n A1. A

complementary argument would show that S C\ e# C S <~) h# yielding the equality

we seek. Suppose s ES n e1 and s¥= sx. (If s = Sj, the result is clear.) Then

Figure 7(b) implies that s G hl, and we are done.

Recall that in §111 an equivalence relation was mentioned in connection with

totally ordering the equivalence classes of E and of S, where (E, S) E X'. Noting

that (P, S) E (X)', we can easily extend the notion of equivalence, so that for ex,

e2 in E and sx, s2 in S, we define:

(i) e, ~ e2(E, S) if and only if ef n5 = e# n 5;

(ii) Sj ~ s2(P, S) if and only if s\ n P = s¿ n P.

Now P, in particular, is partitioned by the resulting equivalence classes. In each

such equivalence class, choose and fix some ea, and let E = {ea}, the set of all

these representatives. By the preceding claim, for each a, we may choose and fix

some ha in X\e¿, ha $ S, such that S n «¿ = S n g¿. Let # = {«J. We now

show that the elements of X so chosen are mutually orthogonal.

Claim 2. H E 0(X, 1).

Proof. Let «a and «e be distinct elements of H. Then «a and «e corre-

spond to ea and ee, respectively, in E, whence ea and ee must have the prop-

erty that ea i1 ee(Ë, S). Then, without loss of generality, we may assume that

e* n S <j- ef n 5. Thus, there exists an element sx in 5 where st G e*\e*.

Since P n 5 = 0, s, ^ P, so that st 1 ee. We can also find s2 in 5 such that

s2 1 ea, else eaES# = 0 But (s2, ea, ee, s,) may not be a hook, so that s2 1 ee.

And now, our choice of ha and «e demands that the configuration of Figure 7(c)

must also hold. But then (sx, he, s2> ha) is not a hook, so that necessarily ha 1 he,

as required.

Now that we know that H is an orthogonal set in X, we can expand it to a

set H in E(X, 1), and then expand H to a set H in E(X, 1).

Claim 3. H n S = 0

Proof. Suppose that the intersection is not empty, and let c E H n 5.

Then, since c ES, there is an e inP such that e #c. We have previously chosen

ea in P with ea ~ e(P, 5). Then, because c E S and c # e, we have c # ea, and

thus c #ha. But this is a contradiction, since c and «a are elements of H, an

orthogonal set. Hence H C\ S = 0.

Thus H E E(X, 1), S G S(X, 1), and # n 5 = 0, so that (/Y, S) G (X)'.

Note that (H, S) closely resembles (P, S), but that it has the additional property

that H = H O X G E(X, 1). If we could, in an analogous manner, replace S by

some V in S(X, 1) where V = F n X G S(X, 1), then (#, V) would be in X'.

So we switch our vantage point and evaluate the situation in the comple-
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mentary space (X, #). Observe that S G E(X, #), H G S(X, #), and that (X, #),

being the complement of an HD space, is again HD. Thus we can proceed in com-

plete analogy to our previous method of attack, doing to (S, H) in (X, #) what we

did to (Ë, S) in (X, 1). Introducing the appropriate notation, we write down the

corresponding claims, emphasizing that we are simply translating our first three

claims so that they apply to (S, H) in the complementary space, (X, #).

Claim 1'. For each s in S, there is av in X such that u$j*  v$H, and

HOts# = HC\v#.

Note that, for sx and s2in§,s1 ~ s2(S, H) in (X, #) if and only if s} n H

= s2C\ H, which is equivalent to saying that st ~ s2(H, S) in (X, 1). Now in each

equivalence class of elements of S formed by this relation, we choose and fix some

sa. Let S = {sa}. Then, for each sa, Claim (1 ) allows us to pick and fix some

va inX\s#, va £H, such that Hns* = Hnv*.

Claim 2'.  V = {vj E 0(X, #).

Expand V to V in E(X, #), and V to V in E(X, #).

Claim 3'.  V n H = 0.

Since V E E(X, #) and V G E(X, #), we have that V E S(X, 1) and V G

S(X, 1). We have thus constructed our element (//, V) of (X)'. But what is more

appealing, (H, V) is an element of X', since H <~\ V EH n V — 0

Suppose that (#, V) $■ S. Then there must exist some s in 5 such that s 1

(H, V), or else (//", V) would be in 5#, which is empty. Since s 1 (H, V), there

exist h in H and v in F such that h # v while s E hl (~\ v1. Recalling that H Pi

S = 0, we note that there is some tí in /7 with «' #s. Prior to Claim 2', we

chose an sa in S where sa ~ s(/7, S). Then s^Ct B = sL C\ H, and so since «' # s

we must have that tí # sa. We also chose an element va in F which "represents"

sa in terms of its relationship to elements of H. Thus va # tí. In addition his

implies that h Lsa, yielding the fact that h 1 va. Note that h and «' are distinct

because of s, and hence they are orthogonal (h Lh');v and va are distinct due to

h and therefore sharp. Thus we have Figure 8.

v

Figure 8
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Now to avoid the potential hook («', h, s, v), h' i v. But then (v, «', «, va) is a

hook, giving us a contradiction. So we conclude that (77, V) E S, which is half

the battle!

Now let us suppose that (H, V) ^ P. Then there exists some e in P such that

e # (77, V). In the lines following the proof of Claim 1, we chose an ea in E

such that ea ~ e(E, S), and we chose a corresponding ha in 77.  Then

e¿ n S = eL n 5, and since (77, F) G SV?1, we have that (77, V) $ e¿, so that

(H, V)#ea. Thus (77, V) # ha. But haEHCH,so that «a 1 (H, V), a con-

tradiction. Therefore (77, V) E Ë, and we have found an element of X' in P n 5

where this intersection was initially assumed empty. This contradiction gives us

our theorem:

11. Theorem. If (X, 1) is an HD space, then (X, i) is an FHD space.

Thus an arbitrary HD space can be imbedded in a very natural and canonical

way in an FHD space. In the light of what we have shown, the procedure of com-

pleting an HD space (X, 1) to obtain (X, 1) is called the finitary completion (or

F-completion) of (X, 1).

This procedure seems to enhance the importance of the HD sample space:

not only is the logic of such a sample space a complete orthomodular lattice, but,

by merely adjoining to the space its "in-principle" outcomes, we also have a space

which enjoys many deshable properties of a finite HD space. For one thing, the

new sample space admits a full set of dispersion free weight functions. Further-

more, since the P-completion is an FHD space, its logic is atomic (a result in [4]).

In these two important ways, then, the enlarged sample space conforms to Mackey's

axioms for quantum mechanics and shares the obvious corresponding characteris-

tics of the dispersion free weight functions and the lattice of propositions in a

classical ordinary probability space.
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